
 

 

CASE STUDY: WALMART 

Military Candidate Positioning 
Challenge 

Walmart serves customers and Members under 69 different banners in 28 countries. A leader in 
employment, Walmart retains 2.1 million associates worldwide, and ranks in the top twenty among retailers 
in Fortune Magazine’s 2011 Most Admired Companies survey. 

Walmart engaged TMP to develop a strategy for targeting current and former military officers, enlisted personnel and 
military spouses for corporate, management and hourly roles in their organization.  Their dedication to this target 
audience prompted them to hire Brigadier General, Gary Profit, U.S. Army (Retired) to lead their internal military 
programs and help new hires successfully make the transition into professional and retail environments. 

Solution 

Brand Positioning 
Walmart needed a compass point, or North Star, that embodied their unique military employer brand and 
could be used for all marketing and advertising initiatives moving forward.  To achieve this, TMP started the 
process by finding out what current associates and target audience members thought about working at 
Walmart:    

Associate Focus Groups: TMP conducted focus groups with Walmart associates who had come to the 
company either directly or indirectly from various levels and branches of the military.  The participants 
relayed the strengths and weaknesses of the Walmart employment offer, which provided TMP with a 
foundation for positioning the realities of the employment experience at Walmart.  

Target Audience Focus Groups: External focus groups were conducted with individuals who fit Walmart’s 
military profile to gain an external perception of Walmart as an employer. 

Brand Positioning Essence: Next, TMP developed Walmart’s military brand positioning essence, “This feels right,” 
by distilling the various trends uncovered during the research. This basic concept serves to maximize Walmart’s 
relevance and differentiation when speaking to the target audience: 

This feels right: 

 A career with a future 

 A higher purpose 

 My kind of environment 

 Dedicated people 
 
Brand Positioning Statement: With the positioning essence in place, the next step was to understand and 
embrace the positioning statement that embodied Walmart’s unique military employer brand: 

“With Walmart’s extensive scope, success, and innate understanding of the value of my military 
experience, I have an incredible range of opportunities available to me. I feel I can thrive in this 
environment, one that balances structure with autonomy and variety. I will join a team that is talented, 
enthusiastic and dedicated to an important and challenging mission – improving the quality of life for 
millions of people.” 

  



 

 

Creative Concepts: TMP developed a creative concept based on the positioning statement and inspiration 
from the target audience. The concept, “Careers With A Mission,” now serves as the foundation for all of 
Walmart’s military recruitment marketing and advertising, including a career site dedicated to military 
candidates. 

 
 

 



 

 

Results 

TMP was awarded 3
rd

 place for Best Research Project at the 2011 CEA Awards. Anecdotally,  there has been a 
positive response both internally at Walmart and externally in the recruitment industry and military communities to the 
new brand approach, creative and website. Less than 30 days from site launch, 
www.walmartcareerswithamission.com had nearly 4,500 visits. TMP and Walmart are currently planning the next 
phase of the campaign, which will include brand training and continued internal/external socialization.  As a result of 
the success of this brand engagement, TMP has embarked on an additional brand research project for the Walmart 
employer brand. 

Creative Samples 

 

http://www.walmartcareerswithamission.com/


 

 

 


